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The Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 

Green recovery 

Submission from the Scottish Stone Group 

The Scottish Stone Group is a co-operative and was established in 2016 by several of 
Scotland’s leading businesses in the stone sector. We formed the Scottish Stone Group to 
promote the use of indigenous natural stone and grow the industry, creating more jobs and 
apprenticeships in Scotland as well as promoting an important environmentally sustainable 
material.  We have been working with Historic Environment Scotland and Scottish Enterprise 
to make the Scottish Stone Group an industry-wide trade organisation. 

We appreciate that we are in unprecedented times and that the health emergency is of 
paramount importance.  We will focus our response on the stone/manufacturing sector. 

Do the principles of sustainable development (as set out in the annexe), and those for 
a resilient recovery, as proposed by the UK Committee on Climate Change, provide a 
comprehensive framework for guiding an effective green recovery in Scotland? 

The SSG welcome the Committee on Climate Change’s recommendation for net-zero and 
the Scottish Government’s target for Scotland to be net-zero by 2045.  We would welcome a 
stronger focus and support for natural and locally-sourced materials, including natural stone.  

Natural stone can assist the green recovery: 

• Climate Change targets - natural stone is one of the most environmentally friendly 
products in terms of carbon footprint compared to manmade materials (eg steel), 
reconstituted stone and other natural materials such as wood.  Natural stone is not 
made, it already exists, processing it uses minimal energy; 
 

• Carbon life cost - Stone lasts and should serve a purpose for hundreds of years, it is 
best value of any building material in terms of life cost; 
 

• Rural Economy - we are sometimes the largest employer in a local rural area and there 
will be a devastating impact on particular local economies if businesses cannot 
continue/grow after the Covid-19 pandemic; 
 

• Economy - we create skilled manufacturing jobs and apprenticeships. The sector is 
small and had, before Covid-19, opportunities to grow a home market as 90% of stone 
is currently imported from China, India and other international markets; 
 

• Heritage - a vibrant stone processing industry in preserving the historic built heritage 
– helping maintain/repair buildings rather than replace; and 
 

• Clear Provenance - understanding of where stone has come from helps provide quality 
assurances and future availability. Locally sourced stone helps the circular economy. 

What are the key barriers to delivering a green recovery (within your sector and / or 
community)? 

Around 90% of current stone is now imported at a cost of £40m per annum to the Scottish 
economy.  The indigenous stone sector adheres to the strict health and safety policies and 
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provides a high quality product.  The sector faces competition from countries which do not 
have the same high health and safety policies or quality assurances. 

The environmental impact and carbon footprint of transporting heavy stone to Scotland 
should be examined by the Committee.  It is our understanding that current regulations mean 
the principle that Carbon Footprint is owned by the Country of Origin until it docks at the 
Country of Use.  Therefore, for example, natural stone for a project in Edinburgh will have a 
higher carbon footprint when it comes from West Lothian/Fife compared to Chinese stone as 
the Chinese stone’s carbon is not counted until it reaches Granton Docks in Leith.  

We would support any efforts by the Committee to highlight this matter and highlight the 
carbon waste of importing heavy stone when Scotland has an abundant and rich supply. 

What key policies, actions and immediate priorities are needed to deliver a green 
recovery (within your sector and / or community)? 

Members of SSG responded to the consultation on the Advisory Group on the Economic 
Recovery and we are pleased to see that local procurement is a key area identified in the 
report and that the Scottish Government has accepted all 25 recommendations. 

Local authorities have an opportunity to place contracts with local suppliers of stone now to 
support local rural businesses and will have a known and close supply chain - there will be 
minimal distance for the materials to site and not depend on international markets meaning 
that the stone can be guaranteed and delivered promptly.  Local authority projects that are 
ready to be started should consider awarding works to local supply chain companies so that 
there are order books to help to recover from the Covid-19 pandemic, with manufacturing 
closed/reduced for several months.   

Our members have been involved in discussions on projects such as flood prevention 
schemes over several years in different local authorities in Scotland.  With projects such as 
these ready to be started, it is imperative for local authorities to support the local supply chain 
and place orders locally to give certainty going forward and enable SMEs to position their 
businesses to ensure supply of the relevant materials can be delivered timeously onto site. 

We welcome the City/Region Deals in Scotland and it is important that the green local supply 
chain is available.  Natural stone is one of the most environmentally friendly materials to be 
used and there should be a focus on the City/Region Deals to understand the green materials, 
including natural stone, that is available.  

How should the 2021/22 Budget support a green and sustainable recovery and avoid 
locking in carbon; and what funding is needed in the ECCLR portfolio to deliver a green 
and sustainable recovery? 

Iconic projects in Scotland in the last decade, such as the streetscapes around the Kelpies 
in Falkirk, Dundee centre and the new Bannockburn Centre in Stirling all used imported stone.  
There is also a focus on manmade ‘fake’ stone, which has a higher environmental carbon 
footprint than natural stone. 

We ask the Scottish Government, Scottish Parliament and local authorities to invest in and 
promote Scottish products and natural stone – public sector contracts for streetscapes and 
developments using local natural materials can underline to private developments the 
importance of using natural indigenous stone. 


